The constructive reals provide programmers with a useful mechanism for prototyping numerical programs, and for experimenting with numerical algorithms.
Introduction
Floating point arithmetic provides a very efficient means for approximating computations on real numbers. However, it is susceptible to roundoff errors that sometime make floating point programs difficult to design and the accuracy of their results difficult to analyze.
The constructive (also recursive or representable) reals are those real numbers for which there are algorithms for obtaining arbitrarily precise approximations. A form of exact arithmetic is possible on such numbers, by representing these numbers by procedures for computing their approximation, and then manipulating these procedures (cf. [5] [12][71). Constructive real arithmetic presents an alternative to floating point arithmetic with different strengths and weaknesses. Constructive real operations are much slower than floating point, but their correctness is not susceptible to cumulative round-off error. Numerical results are, produced by invoking a procedure representing the number. This gives a result of arbitrary, programmer specified accuracy, independent of the computation that produced it. Issues of numerical stability and error analysis no longer affect correctness, thus greatly simplifying the programmer's task.
There are many areas where faster implementations of the constructive reals are likely to be useful. We could empirically analyze a programs' correctness, convergence properties, or other behavior independent of round-off error. Symbolic algebra systems such as Macsyma could use constructive real evaluation of symbolic expressions, since there is usually no guarantee of stability for such expressions. A numer-ical programmer could use a constructive real arithmetic package to distinguish implementation bugs from stability problems in the algorithm.
An automatic assertion checking system in a programming language would benefit, since assertions in numerical programs are naturally stated in terms of real, not floating-point, arithmetic. Numerical programs could selectively use constructive real arithmetic for those small computations having a particularly large effect on the accuracy of the output.
Previous Approaches
Only a few efforts have been made to implement the constructive reals for practical use, A number of these have used streams (potentially infinite lists) as number representations, instead of direct representations as procedures. Gosper first used a continued fraction based representation.
This was substantially refined by Vuillemin's very elegant treatment [18] , [17] .
Wiedmer [20] and Boehm et. al. [7] examine a representation as a stream of digits. This was further refined by Schwartz [16] .
To date, none of these approaches appear competitive in performance with other implementations not relying on the implicit lazy evaluation paradigm. The principal difficulty is that precise control of the amount of evaluation is needed Lazy evaluation allows only all-or-nothing evaluation of entire sequence elements, even when a very approximate value might be sufficient. Furthermore it is difficult to formulate algorithms such that only those members of the sequence (e.g., digits) that can definitely affect the result are actually touched, and therefore evaluated. A more detailed analysis is given in [7] . Here we concentrate on other approaches.
Both [6] and [7] consider representing a real number aa a function (closure) that maps accuracy requirements to integer approximations.
More precisely, a real value 1: is represented by a function f3: such that, for each tolerance of n base b digits to the right of the decimal pointl:
In these implementations, when two computable reals are, say, added together, a new closure is built that, when invoked, takes the accuracy argument, recursively obtains approximations of slightly higher accuracy for each value that was added, and adds the approximations to get its result. Since the representation of the new closure will contain pointers to the 'Note that negative n correspond to tolerances larger than 1. argument closures, various closures together will effectively form a graph representation of the expression used to compute the value. When a numerical result of a given precision is requested from a real, it propagates the request back down the expression graph it represents, adding a little extra accuracy at each level. Unfortunately, often several requests each of differing accuracy will be executed in a row. In the case of a high accuracy (large argument) request followed by a low accuracy request, duplicate effort can be avoided by caching the highest precision approximation calculated so far. However, in the common case of a sequence of requests of slowly increasing accuracy requirements, a large amount of effort is wasted.
Our strategy for avoiding this is to ensure that whenever a subexpression is reevaluated at increased accuracy, its accuracy has increased by a substantial amount (e.g., a factor of 2). If we can also avoid evaluating expressions to much higher accuracy than required, then we can guarantee that not too much effort is being wasted on repeated evaluation.
Unfortunately, we know of no way to approach this goal with the above representation baaed on top down propagation of accuracy requirements. Instead we use a formulation baaed on bottom-up propagation of available accuracy, which is parametrized with respect to a calculation precision. Here we use the term precision to refer to the size of approximations manipulated by inlermediate calculations.
In contrast, we use accuracy to refer to a tolerance on the final answer.
Bottom-up accuracy propagation is most easily accomplished using an interval-based representation. It is possible to define arithmetic operations @ on intervals 1, and lr, with floating-point endpoints, such We assume the presence of such an interval arithmetic package, with the additional property that the precision with which the floating point end points are represented is variable2. We define a calculation of precision p to be one in which all floating point computations on interval endpoints are carried out with mantissas constrained to have length at most p words.
For the purposes of this paper we assume that constants and input values are exact, and thus will be 21t is usually more efficient to represent a midpoint and a width rather than the endpoints 131. This does not significantly Bffect the discussion.
represented using exactly p word mantissas in a precision p calculation.
As the computation progresses, intervals will widen, possibly making low order words insignificant.
When this happens it is both safe and useful to slightly widen the intervals by dropping low order words, with the appropriate rounding.
Constructive real arithmetic can be performed by repeating interval calculations with higher and higher precisions until the result interval is sufficiently small. More precisely, a constructive real number can be represented as a function that maps a precision argument to an interval approximation.
For a given constructive real t we need a function gZ such that Where Z+ is the set of positive integers, F is the set of floating point numbers (with any mantissa size), and [F, F] is the set of all floating point intervals. A gives the width of an interval. Thus the first equation states that the gZ functions map precisions (positive integers) to rational intervals.
The second equation states that larger precisions give more accurate, or smaller intervals, and the third equation says that the intervals approach a single value, that is, zero width, as the precision used to calculate them goes to infinity.
A function invocation represents an interval calculation at the given precision. Unlike the accuracyfunctions as in equation 1, these functions guarantee no given accuracy; only that the accuracy produced will increase with higher precisions. When a precision-function is invoked, it recursively invokes each of its arguments at the same precision it was called with, and performs the calculation on the intervals it gets from its arguments.
If the function represents a "leaf" value, that is, an exactly known constant, it has no arguments; it merely produces as small an interval as possible surrounding that value, subject to the constraint on mantissa size implied by the precision. Note that this method still builds closures, i.e., expression graphs.
Bound on Reevaluation Cost
The main problem with the accuracy-function approach is that it must recalculate from scratch to raise the accuracy of an approximation and that the number of such recalculations can be large. In contrast, with precision-functions, we can argue that recalculation cost is usually bounded in the sense described below.
The following discussion is greatly simplified by ignoring additive constants in statements about running times and calculation precisions. This does not affect the final conclusion.
We define the number of significant digits determined by an interval [z, y] to be the logarithm of (z + y)/(2(y -z)). The following discussion is restricted to calculations involving, and resulting in, only intervals determining a positive number of significant digits. Most operations on intervals, then, including standard arithmetic algorithms, satisfy the following statements (to within additive constants):
1.
2.
Doubling the precision of a calculation at least doubles the number of significant digits determined by the result.
Doubling the number of significant digits determined by both operands of an operation, and thus by the result, at least doubles the time required to perform the operation.
Consider an evaluation strategy in which the calculation precision only increases by factors of two. Consider the sequence of calculations performed for a given operation, i.e., a given vertex in the expression graph. If the last recalculation of the result of this operation took time t, then the previous recalculation took at most time t/2, the preceding time took at most time t/4, and so on. Thus the total recalculation time spent in repeatedly performing this particular operation is bounded by 2t.
The total time required for repeatedly evaluating an expression graph is thus bounded by a constant (2 in the simplified discussion) times the cost of the last evaluation.
This does not in any real sense imply optimality within a constant factor.
Unlike the top-down accuracy-function approach, we perform any given calculation with a uniform precision, which may be highly suboptimal.
However, in practice this is usually a minor loss in comparison to reevaluation in small increments.
We have been unable to either prove or disprove the existence of an evaluation strategy that is optimal to within a constant factor.
Output Operations
Arithmetic operations, trigonometric functions, exponentials, and the like, can be computed exactly on the constructive reals, that is, they yield closures capable of approximating the exact answer to arbitrary accuracy3.
However, operations producing discrete values from constructive reals produce approximate values that are only accurate to a programmer specified tolerance. We call any such conversion to discrete values an output operation.
The most common example of such an operation is that of printing a number.
Clearly we can only print a finite sequence of digits, and thus we must content ourselves with an approximation.
Comparisons of constructive real values are also output operations, since they produce Boolean values. Equality of general constructive reals is undecidable, since it amounts to testing two functions for equality on all inputs. Thus comparisons are also inherently approximate. A similar observation applies to truncation of a constructive real value to the greatest integer no larger than it. (Note, however, that maximum and absolute value can be computed exactly as functions on the reals.)
Every output operation must somehow specify the accuracy of the finite representation to be produced; we call this the accuracy requirement of the output operation. So one might ask for an approximation to a real number accurate to within 10m5, or ask whether two reals values are equal with a tolerance of 1O-10o. The result of a comparison is not guaranteed if the two values differ by less than the accuracy requirement specified.
5 Program Slices 5.1 Avoiding Closure Construction
All the implementation strategies we discussed earlier have one factor in common: each real operation in a program results in some kind of continuation that can be invoked to produce more accuracy. Additional information, such as a list of leading digits, may also be maintained, but the critical part is the function that produces more information.
These functions take up space at run-time; the closures must contain pointers to the closures representing the arguments to the operation, and those argument-closures also contain their arguments, so that each real value consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with procedure information at each node, as in Figure 1 . We will refer to these various implementations as DAG-building methods.
The space and time overhead associated with allocating and traversing these DAG-structures can be 30ne difficulty is that functions not defined on the entire real line may diverge outside their domain, instead of yielding a suitable error message. Figure 1 is for a very small expression, with only four function nodes displayed; the DAG's built while solving just a 10 by 10 matrix using Gaussian elimination are as much as a hundred levels deep, containing as many as a thousand nodes in each result. Large numerical programs can quickly produce graphs that result in poor paging behavior, and possibly exhaust secondary memory.
The new approach described here, rather than determining what expressions a real value corresponds to at run-time, analyzes the program code at compiletime. The expression graphs produced by different executions of the same program are very similar. Instead of explicitly representing an entire graph, the goal of our analysis is to isolate those aspects of the graph that may vary, namely the control decisions and results of other output operations, and to only represent these explicitly.
We begin by determining dependences between operations in the source program [lo] [13], i.e., for each textual operation q in the program, we determine those operations on whose output q directly depends*. Note that every edge in a DAG built by the previous methods corresponds to a dependence between two such textual operations5.
We call the textual locations in the programs that specify output operations output sites. Each execution of the output site is called an output instance.
After locating the output sites, we find a program slice [19] [ll] for each one; that is, we use the dependence information to determine all those operations on which the output value may transitively depend. These are the operations that may need to be reexecuted to compute a value to higher precision. In effect, we approximate the expression DAGs that other methods build at run-time with the code that produces the expressions. For example, Figure 2 shows an expression DAG that might be constructed at run-time by a DAG-building implementation, and Figure 3 shows the code that might be found to correspond to that DAG by our method. Figure 2 Let S be the set of all program slices obtained in this manner (thus there is one member of S for each output site in the program). Let S' be the set of all intersections of one or more slices in S. Note that S' is again a set of program slices. Thus S'={tlz=tny, t,yESUS'} Define a subslice of a slice s to be a slice s' that is entirely contained in s.
From a user program P and slice set S', we generate the following code segments: 1 Code to evaluate the entire program. All constructive real computation is replaced by interval arithmetic at default precision. If higher precision is needed, the other code segments are invoked, as described below.
2. For each minimal slice s in S', we generate code to reexecute s at any specified precision. (A slice is minimal if there is no other slice in S' that is entirely contained in it.)
3. We generate code to evaluate every non-minimal slice s in S' that contains a constructive real operation not in any of its subslices. If an instruction in s is also in a subslice s' of s, that instruction is not included in the code for s. Instead we generate instructions in s that invoke the code already generated for s'. For reasons discussed below, this is possible without duplicating code for any operations on constructive reals.
Note that the code for a given constructive real operation appears in only a single slice. It cannot appear in two overlapping slices, since it would then appear in the intersection slice. Since each slice for which code is generated contains at least one constructive real operation, the number of slices in S' that need to be considered is bounded by the number of constructive real operations textually appearing in the source program.
There is no need to actually compute all slices in S' .
Our basic model of program execution is the following. First, we begin executing a version of the program compiled to use fixed size interval arithmetic. Whenever an output operation I is encountered, we check that its interval argument is sufficiently small to satisfy the accuracy constraint. If it is, we proceed normally. If not, the main program invokes the subslice SO for I. Then so looks up its last-used precision p and doubles it. For each other subslice sr that so depends on, an checks the last-used precision for sr and calls it if and only if its precision is less than 2p (the new precision for so). Note that this can lead to other calls from si to subslices that it depends on, but clearly cannot produce an infinite loop since on entry to any subslice we double its last-used precision. When so finishes checking the precision of the subslices it depends on, it executes its instructions, then returns to the main program. If the accuracy requirement for I is still not satisfied,. SO is invoked again, and the calling process repeats at precision 4~3, and so on.
Note that the arithmetic operations performed during execution are all done using an arbitraryprecision interval math package.
No closures are constructed.
If we simply reexecuted the entire program at higher precision rather than invoking a smaller slice, we would be generating exactly Aberth's interval-baaed evaluation strategy. [3] 
Open Values
We would like to ensure that each instance of a constructive real operation in the program is performed by a sequence of interval operations with geometrically increasing precision. Thus our previous bound on reexecution cost will apply. By reexecuting only slices, we both avoid reexecution of blatantly irrelevant code, and we avoid executing all code at high precision simply because an early computation required it. However, we fail to ensure that a single operation instance is evaluated with increasing precision, much less geometrically increasing precision. Figure 4 . We generate a slice for each of the output values A and B, as well as the intersection slice consisting of the assignment to x. The initial evaluation of A is unlikely to produce sufficient accuracy. Thus the slice corresponding to A will be repeatedly invoked when the first print statement is encountered. This will involve repeated invocation of the more expensive intersection slice computing x. The second print statement will invoke the slice for B, again invoking the same calculation of x, at the same sequence of precisions as before.
In order to maintain reasonable bounds on reevaluation cost, we must either risk superfluous high precision evaluation, or save some intermediate results.
To do the latter, we identify all dependences leaving a slice, i.e., we identify all values computed in a slice that may conceivably be used in another slice. We call such values open. We store the best available interval approximations for open values. We also store the highest precision used in evaluating the slice that computes the value (recall that for any given value there is exactly one slice that can calculate approximations to that value). Whenever a slice is reinvoked with the same or lesser precision, it simply reestablishes the old values.
Loops
An output operation inside a loop (or loops) can be viewed as giving rise to a collection of slices, one per iteration of the innermost loop. We instead generate a single slice for the entire collection, and parameterize the slice with the values of the induction variables of the Ioops surrounding the output site. For example, while printing the elements of a matrix, if the interval in row j and column k were too wide, we would invoke the slice for that print statement, passing j and k: as arguments. The slice would use their values to decide which iterations of previous loops were required to recalculate the value of the (j, k)th element. Often techniques similar to those used in vectorizing compilers can be used to avoid completely reexecuting preceding loops.
Such parameterized slices are treated as separate slices in computing intersection slices and open values. If a subslice SO contains real instructions in the body of some loop I,,, such that these instructions are surrounded by loops lo, 11, . . . , In-l, we must be able to store a last-used precision value for each set of values that the loop counters take on. We store the last-used precision for each such instruction in a variable-sized n-dimensional array that we refer to as a history matrix. It has an entry for each loop and each value that that loop's counter can take on. For example, when a subslice needs to determine the last precision used to calculate the ith iteration of an inner loop inside the jth iteration of an outer loop, it indexes with subscripts (j, ;) into the history matrix and reads the precision value stored there. Note that this history matrix contains a small subset of the information that would be stored in the closures using the DAG-building methods. Such history matrices are also used to store open values, and to preserve monotonicity in the program execution; this is discussed in section 6.1.
Consider a loop in which all values computed in the P' iteration depend on all values computed in the (k: -l)at iteration.
We generate a single textual slice parameterized with the iteration number Ic. For each value of Ic, the slice will first determine if it has already been invoked on le with the same or higher precision.
If so, it will reestablish the saved open values which, in this case, include all values computed in the loop. If not, and if iE # 1, it will recursively invoke itself on k -1, and then reexecute the kth iteration at the given precision.
It is likely that a significant number of values computed in a loop will be open. This may make the computation nearly as space inefficient as the closure based implementation.
In cases like the preced-ing example this can be avoided by observing that at any given point, higher numbered iterations have been evaluated at no greater precision than lower numbered ones. Open values need to be saved only at precision "steps" in this case, that is, for iteration numbers k such that the kth iteration has been evaluated at more precision than the (k + 1)" iteration. If p&f&t is the initial precision, and pfinal is the highest precision used, then there are at most log(pjj,,J -p&fouJt) such steps. One would expect this number to be much smaller than the number of loop iterations.
This enables a very compact representation of history matrices.
Monotonicity

Preserving Monotonicity
Program slices must be reexecuted in such a way that the reexecution is not visible to the user. This requires that input requests in slices (unlike the main program) be implemented by replaying an input history. Output requests are never part of a slice, and thus cause no problems. However comparisons of constructive reals are essentially n&deterministic, and consistent reexecution of conditional branches is a problem.
Consider the program fragment in Figure 5 , where comparisons are interpreted to be accurate to some fixed default tolerance. Consider an execution of this program in which x has enough accuracy at statement (I) for the comparison, and it is decided that x = C. Then the program prints the string "ginune a b" and the user enters a value for b, while a gets set to a default value. Now assume that the accuracy requirement for (II) is such that the value for x at that point is not accurate enough. Then we would double the working precision and execute the slice for x at statement (II). Statement (I) would be invoked as part of that slice, since we assumed above that (II) depends on (I). Therefore we reexecute the comparison for (I) at twice the previous precision. At this higher precision it might become apparent that x < C.
Taking advantage of such new information and taking the other branch at this point might lead to misinterpretation of the user's input, and would certainly make the user aware of our iterated evaluation scheme. Reusing the outcome of the old comparison presents a consistent picture to the user. It effectively hides the reexecution.
The "inaccurate" comparison outcome still satisfies our obligation to the user, since it satisfies the accuracy constraint (in this case the default) he specified. Had this not been the case, the if x < C then (I) print "gimme an a" a := read0 b : = default _b else print "gilaFae a b" b := read0 a := defaulta end x := f(a,b) Print x to n digits (II) Figure 5 An example program slice on the comparison at point (I) would have been invoked to satisfy the constraint on initial evaluation, (The outcome of such a comparison is often not crucial. The comparison might determine which of two algorithms to use, either one of which was acceptable near the boundary value C. Gaussian elimination often uses comparisons to choose between pivots. It can be written in such a way that the algorithm is exact even if the outcome of the comparisons is approximate.) We want to ensure that the behavior of the program is monotonic; that is, once we make a decision, we should never go back on it; every partial reexecution of the program should refine the initial execution. A direct implementation of the strategy described in [3] would violate this constraint.
Decision History Matrices
Output operations that might have an affect on other parts of the program we will call decision operations. Examples of decision operations include comparing real numbers and conversion of reals to integers. Each textual occurrence of a decision operation is a decision site. Each execution of a decision site by the main program is a decision instance. Decision instances may subsequently be reexecuted by the slices we generate.
To identify specific instances of each decision site, we use the values of the induction variables of the loops surrounding that site. For text nested inside n loops, the current instance of an innermost statement can be determined uniquely by the values of the execution counters of each of the enclosing loops, arranged as a vector of n positive integers. We refer to these induction variables in the following as i$er&ion counters. (If the source program does not contain an obvious induction variable for each loop, it is easy enough to introduce one.)
In general we can reduce the result of any decision instance to a single bit. This bit might indicate equality or inequality, or whether we rounded up or down. Each decision instance's result can be recreated using the current value of the arguments (calculated at higher precision than was used to executed the decision instance) and this bit.
We use the history matrices of section ?? to store these bits. Wherever the main program executes a decision operation that is nested inside loops lo,&, * . . , I, (where 1, is the innermost loop), we generate code to index into the history matrix with subscripts IO, Ii,. . .,1,-r and store the bit in a bit array at position I,,. Wherever the decision instruction occurs in a slice, rather than emitting code to perform the operation, code that reads the appropriate bit is inserted, and the result of the decision is produced using that bit.
In general, a history matrix for each decision site might is still somewhat expensive, since we need one bit for each instance of that site. However, we can often apply an optimization that removes the need for the matrix. For example, if a while statement's conditional is a decision site we know that for any given instance of the while loop (that is, each time the loop is begun from scratch), all but the last instance of the conditional must be false, and the last must be true. Thus all we must record is the number of executions. Instead of storing n bits, where n is the number of executions the loop goes through, we reduce the required storage to log n bits, which in any realistic case can be contained in a single machine word.
Other Optimizations
Only real operations are affected by the working precision. Therefore, calculations involving non-real, or mundane, values, need only be executed once. Using a heuristic to assign recalculation costs to mundane values, we selectively store the results of some mundane calculations and retrieve them in slices, rather than recalculate them.
If we duplicated mundane calculations wherever their results were needed, they could possible be reexecuted once in each slice in S', so this optimization is an important one. It is often beneficial to merge slices to reduce the number of open values. In the program fragment shown in Figure 6 , there would be N open values between a slice for x and a slice for y; that is, the value oft = log i for i = I, N. If N is sufficiently large, we would rather just merge the slices for x and y. Then, when either x or y have too little accuracy to be output as specified, we recalculate them both at the next higher precision. We trade off spending more time in the slice to avoid storing N values of t. Note that this preserves the property that no real instruction appears in more than one slice. It also does not invalidate our argument about reevaluation cost, though it may force certain values to be calculated to higher precision than necessary. Table 1 and Table 2 contain execution time and execution size measurements, respectively, for a number of implementations of the constructive reals. Time is given in seconds, and size in kilobytes; all measurements were done on an IBM PC/RT. GAUSS is a highly unstable eight-by-eight Gaussian elimination problem, and MATM is a twenty-by-twenty matrix multiply that prints out all the elements of the result matrix.
In both examples, an accuracy requirement of 60 digits to the right of the decimal point is enforced. The measurements labeled "act-fn" were taken using an accuracy-function implementation, and the ones labeled "prec-fn" were taken using a precision-function implementation. The measurements under "simple" were taken using a preliminary implementation of the method proposed here. A number of the refinements mentioned above were not included.
In particular open values were not saved. Program slices were generated from three address intermediate code produced by the RnFortran compiler [8] .
The dependence analysis is simple, using information gathered with use-def chains and information about dependences between load sites and store sites only. Using this analysis method, we cannot select only the iterations of loops necessary to the reevaluation of the value that failed to meet an accuracy requirement; for example, in MATM, when an entry in the result matrix is not accurate enough, we recalculate the entire result matrix at higher precision.
The values shown under the title "precise" illustrate the performance that can be obtained with better dependence information.
The results were obtained by hand-modifying the sliced program for MATM so that only the necessary loops were reexecuted when a value failed its accuracy test. This simulates the results one could expect from a more sophisticated dependence-analysis tool; we are currently in the process of implementing a tool that will allow us to simulate this type of analysis for other test programs.
The "prec-fn" , "simple", and "precise" implementations each take an argument that specifies the initial precision of intervals for the program to use. Starting at a higher precision can reduce reexecution, but can cause unnecessary overhead if the precision is too high. Measurements for different starting precisions are shown.
Empirical results for the versions actually produced by the slicing algorithm are not yet available. However, in some very preliminary tests using only the basic approach described here, the matrix multiply example produces times that fall halfway between those measured for the accuracy function implementation and those measured for the hand-coded, "precise" version. These tests do not include many of the optimizations described in this paper, and thus we expect the times to decrease significantly. 
